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About carbon credits
Voluntary credits

Forestry carbon credits

Primarily Pangolin Associates provides carbon credits created
under the Verified Carbon Standard (VCS), or the Gold
Standard (GS). These meet the requirements of the
Australian Federal Government's National Carbon Offset
Standard (NCOS).

Forests Alive is accredited under the Verified Carbon
Standard (VCS). The organisation is the first to sell forestry
Verified Carbon Units (VCUs) for Improved Forest
Management (IFM).

We source our credits from projects supporting forest
conservation and renewable energy.

The government’s NCOS scheme recognises these forestry
initiatives. As such you may choose carbon credits sourced
from Forests Alive Tasmanian projects for a carbon neutral
certification application.

Value of one credit
One carbon credit represents a reduction in greenhouse gas,
or it supports greenhouse gas removal from the atmosphere
via carbon sinks.
Either way it is relative to a business as usual baseline: one
carbon credit equates to one tonne of CO2-e, or carbon
dioxide equivalent.

Forests Alive: saving nature’s carbon sinks
Forests Alive project teams conserve native Tasmanian
forests. Together these projects protect over 15,000 hectares
from logging, and prevent approximately 220,000 tonnes of
greenhouse gas emissions annually.
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Forests Alive project: Butlers Gorge Tall Forest

Benefits of forestry credits
Conserving habitat and biodiversity
Investing in forestry credits means your organisation is
helping biodiversity. Offsetting greenhouse gas emissions
through conservation protects some of Tasmania’s most
endangered species, such as the wedge-tailed eagle, spotted
quoll, and Tasmanian devil.

Helping Australian landholders
Forests Alive project teams work closely with local Tasmanian
landholders. Farmers who own and manage native forests
can choose conservation rather than logging for income
diversity.
This is more attractive choice. Carbon financing through
recognised conservation projects provides landholders with
higher returns.

Supporting Australian initiatives
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Investing in Forests Alive supports Australia-based initiatives.
It is a positive and highly marketable way to manage your
organisation’s greenhouse gas emissions.

Forests Alive project: Navarre Snowgums
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Our process is 100% transparent and publicly accessible. For
example, the Markit Registry, a public registry for carbon
credits, show serial numbers along with comments linked to

About us
We help organisations increase efficiencies, reduce costs
and stay competitive in the carbon economy. Our team
has comprehensive, accredited experience in carbon and
energy. Auditors leading our assessment team are registered
with the Australian Government’s Clean Energy Regulator.
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www.pangolinassociates.com
Pangolin is proudly certified carbon neutral under NCOS.
We are also a founding B Corp member in Australia.
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